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Instructions: HispaBrick Magazine® 
Newsstand
By ICHIBAN Toys

“I wanted to design this newsstand to be simple with easy to find pieces but without looking boring. I started off with a modern, 
boxy newsstand but it was... boring! I needed to do something different. I had received a big box of parts that morning from a 
German seller. He also put in some extra pieces for me that he didn’t want - They were those big 10x10 Dark Grey octagonal 
plates. I had no idea what I was going to do with them. Then I realized they could make a fantastic base for an old fashioned 
newsstand. Now I had something that was still simple but looked great. Don’t ignore those odd pieces as they can often inspire 
new ideas.”

“The beauty of this design is that it will look great in many different colors - how about White? Dark Red? Dark Green? And then 
collect all of the extra 1x1 Tiles that LEGO throws into each set to create the magazines and newspapers. I had a Marty McFly 
minifigure on my desk so he was promoted to newsagent. I also created a sticker for the back. The image is included on the step-
by-step instructions page - simply print out the page at 100% scale on sticker paper for the right size (paper and glue works, too). 
The sticker will need to be about 2.5cm wide to fit on the model.”

“ICHIBAN Toys specializes in custom LEGO® element kits so of course we made some kits of this newsstand. You will receive all 
of the brand new, genuine LEGO parts needed including a well-stocked supply of 1x1 Tiles for the magazines and newspapers, 
step-by-step printed instructions and a “HispaBrick Magazine®” sticker. You can purchase it and many other designs at www.
ichibantoys.com.”
#
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